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Abstract. The purpose of the article is to analyze and distinguish essential 

characteristics of medical terms; to analyze terms in the dental terminology of 

Ukraine and the USA, to determine the word structure of such terminological 

entities, to find out the peculiarities of their functioning; to determine the word 

structure of such terminological formations, to find out the peculiarities of their 

functioning; to determine the place of terms in the pharmaceutical term system, 

to study their structure and origin; systematize the theoretical material of dental 

terms in the texts of instructions for medical preparations; to find out the gen-

eral ways of translating the dental vocabulary of the Ukrainian-language and 

English-speaking medicines; to analyze the basic tendencies of terms formation 

in Ukrainian and English-language instructions of medical preparations; to 

identify productive ways of translating the semantic and structural features of 

dental terms in the texts of Ukrainian-language and English-language instruc-

tions for medical products. The text of the instructions for medical preparations 

(120 in total, 60 in each of the studied languages) served as the material of the 

study. The texts have been formulated according to the instructions to different 

pharmacological groups, namely according to the International Anatomical 

Therapeutic Chemical Classification System. The instructions for medical 

products were approved during 2000-2018, selected from the Internet resources 

of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine, WebMD - Better information. Better 

health. 
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1 Introduction 

Modern medicine as one of the most developed branches of Ukrainian science is used 

in a properly organized national language, the basis of which is a special vocabulary 

[62-67]. Ukrainian medical-clinical terminology is not only one of the largest sections 

of general medical terminology, which unites blocks of terms of different medical 

specialties, but also the least normalized group of terminological vocabulary of medi-

cal sciences, the disorder of which is primarily related to the presence of such phe-

nomena as polysemy, synonymy, variant. The main factor that caused the heterogene-

ity of the composition of Ukrainian medical terminology, the complexity of its con-

ceptual system, is the centuries-old history of development of medicine, the diversity 

of sources of replenishment of its vocabulary [32, p.80-83]. 

Generally, the terminology means the totality of terms in a given field of 

knowledge, production, activity, and the like. Because the terms of a particular indus-

try reflect concepts that are interconnected and represent a particular system, there is 

also a link between the terms that express them, which connects them to the system. 

That is, terminology should be understood not simply as a totality, but as a system of 

terms that integrates the concepts with which it operates. The term is always endowed 

with the quality of denoting a scientific concept that combines with other concepts of 

the relevant field of science a single semantic system. The term is usually character-

ized by unambiguity, accuracy, brevity, and its independence of meaning from the 

context. 

The medical macroterminal system in its composition has a considerable number 

of layers, each of which is a subterminal system serving a particular medical, biologi-

cal or pharmaceutical science. Each term is an element of a certain subterminal sys-

tem (anatomical, histological, surgical, therapeutic, etc.). Each subterminal system 

reflects a certain scientific classification of the concepts adopted in this science, but at 

the same time, terms from different subsystems, interacting with each other, are in a 

definite sense relations and relationships at the level of the macrothermal system. This 

reflects a twofold trend of progress: the further differentiation of the medical sciences 

on the one hand, and their interdependence and integration on the other. The im-

portance of research in the field of dental clinical terminology has been pointed out by 

both linguists and physicians. It is due to the fact that it is the oldest terminology, by 

which we can trace the ways of formation, development and improvement of terms, 

the realization of semantic processes, certain tendencies, ways and means of word 

formation, as well as the functioning of these tools in the field of medicine . 

However, there is still no complex work in Ukrainian studies in which a compre-

hensive study of the medical-clinical terminology of dentistry on the basis of system-

atic-semasiological, onomassiological and functional-communicative analysis, which 

would be possible to accomplish the task of a semiological description of dental vo-

cabulary. Nowadays, according to the analysis of modern sources on dental terminol-

ogy, the medical-clinical dental terminology is insufficiently studied, its vocabulary is 

disordered, due to the lack of a complete dictionary of dental clinical terms in the 

Ukrainian language, as well as the lack of a complete list of definitions of dental clin-

ical terms. in the available medical interpretative dictionaries. When semantizing new 



unknown terms in dentistry vocabulary, the term is derived based on its internal struc-

ture or context. Knowledge of the meaning of term elements contributes to the seman-

tization of the term as a whole. The presence of a certain conceptual base and a broad 

outlook also stimulate the process of deriving the meaning of the terms. 

We have an urgent need to translate medical instructions as the number of import-

ed medicines in Ukraine has grown rapidly in recent years. Because of this, the study 

of terms, terms and instructions for medical products, from the semantic and structur-

al aspects, will allow to identify exceptional peculiarities and differences of Ukrainian 

and English terminologies. The interpretation and translation of terms in the field of 

dentistry is based on the ability to perceive the term as a whole, taking into account 

the meaning of all its term elements. To choose an equivalent translation of the term, 

you need to have a dental terminology of the mother tongue and be well versed in the 

field of medicine in question. Medicines sold in pharmacies have accompanying leaf-

lets - instructions for proper use. In linguistics, instruction is defined as text, which is 

a kind of discourse, and therefore has its main characteristics. The instruction includes 

certain macrostructures that determine its thematic content. 

However, the texts of the instructions, describing the various preparations, reveal 

the common features of the structural organization. There is a clear structural division 

of the text corpus into separate sections. The distinction is made by the system of 

headings and subheadings. The system of headings and subheadings forms a structur-

al skeleton of the text, and the blocks within the frame have a certain semantic content 

and pragmatic orientation [43, с.83]. Creating a complete medical dictionary of dental 

terms will help you to solve the following tasks: 

 to consider the linguistic status of dental medical-clinical terms, to find out their 

sign specificity; 

 to analyze the ways of forming the system of dental clinical terminology, to deter-

mine the sources of its replenishment; 

 to investigate ways of term formation, to point out the basic word-forming models, 

to determine the status and semantic characteristics of formants – constituents of 

the term; 

 to identify lexical-semantic features of the terminology under study; analyze the 

reasons that led to the synonymization of names in the sub-field of the industry; 

 to identify ways of normalizing dental medical-clinical terminology at the present 

stage. 

The topicality of the work is due to the fact that at the moment we have a need to 

study the structural and semantic features of dental terms in the instructions for medi-

cal preparations and processing the means of translation of these instructions. Because 

of this, the study of terms to medical products, from the side of translation and seman-

tic aspects, will reveal the unique peculiarities and differences of Ukrainian and Eng-

lish terminologies. The terminology of dentistry is one of the most complex in the 

language of medicine. The urgent internationalization of medical communication and 

the formation of a large number of new terms encourage linguists to study in depth 

the medical dental terminology. These provisions determine the relevance of research, 

which we continue the cycle of our own articles on the functioning of the scientific 



style in the language of dentistry. While reading foreign language literature, many 

experts have difficulty semanticizing an unknown vocabulary. When semantizing new 

unknown terms in dentistry vocabulary, the term is derived based on its internal struc-

ture or context. Knowledge of the meaning of term elements contributes to the seman-

tization of the term as a whole. The presence of a certain conceptual framework and a 

broad outlook also stimulate the process of deriving meaning of terms. 

The above factors confirm the topicality of the problem of terminology and the 

need for its research today. Increased requirements for terms as key units of scientific 

communication and exchange of information determine the need for the collaboration 

of linguists and professionals from different disciplines. 

The research object of the study is the terms in the Ukrainian and English instruc-

tions for dental preparations. 

The research subject of the study is the structural-semantic features of the terms. 

The aim of the research is to analyze the Ukrainian and English terms in the in-

structions for dental products in translation. The stated purpose is to solve the follow-

ing tasks: to describe and systematize the evolution of medical terminology in 

Ukraine and the USA; to consider the structure of instructions for medical prepara-

tions; describe the methodology for analyzing terms that are specific to the texts of 

instructions for medical products; to establish structural-semantic features of speech 

realization of terms of instructions to medical preparations. 

Issues of modern terminology are considered in the works of native linguists both 

within the framework of general lexicology and within its semantic, grammatical and 

derivative aspects, in the development of the theory of the term as a whole. 

In recent years, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the study of medical 

terminology (by Kosenko A.V., Litvinenko N.P., Leshchenko T.O., Perhach R.-Y. 

T.), features of multicomponent terms, both by world and Ukrainian linguists. 

(Drozdova T.V.), functional-stylistic parameters (Sizonov D.Y.), structural-semantic 

features of the instructions (Stanivchuk V.). The study material is based on the texts 

of the instructions for medical preparations (a total of 120 instructions, 60 in each of 

the languages studied). The texts are formed according to the International Anatomi-

cal Therapeutic Chemical Classification System. The instructions for medical prod-

ucts were approved during 2000-2018, selected from the Internet resources of the 

Ministry of Health of Ukraine, WebMD - Better information. Better health. 

The following methods were used to study the study material: descriptive method - 

to create a comprehensive list of analyzed material; contextual analysis - to analyze 

the modeling of concepts relevant to the texts under study; comparative method - to 

identify common and distinctive features of the terms of the studied languages; quan-

titative analysis - to determine the frequency of use of terms. 

The theoretical value of the study is manifested in the establishment of semantic-

structural features of the terms used in the instructions for medical preparations. The 

results of the study will lead to the consolidation and normalization of dental termi-

nology. The practical value of the study is that its results can be used in the study of 

the following courses: general linguistics, comparative linguistics, translation prac-

tice, applied and cognitive linguistics, special courses in terminology, translation stud-

ies, cognitive intercultural studies, cognitive semantics. 



The purpose of the study was to perform the following tasks: 

 to distinguish essential characteristics of terms of medicine; 

 to analyze dental terms in medical terminology of Ukraine and the USA, to deter-

mine the word structure of such terminological formations, to find out peculiarities 

of their functioning; 

 to define the word structure of such terminological formations, to find out the pe-

culiarities of their functioning; 

 to find out the place of terms in the dental term system, to study their structure and 

origin; 

 to systematize the theoretical material of dental terms in the texts of instructions 

for medical preparations; 

 to find out the general ways of translating the medical vocabulary of Ukrainian and 

English-speaking medicines; 

 to analyze the main trends of terms formation in Ukrainian and English-speaking 

medicines; 

 to define productive ways of translating lexical, semantic and structural features of 

dental terms in the texts of Ukrainian-speaking and English-speaking instructions 

for medical products; 

 develop a program using the programming language. 

2 General Characteristics of Medical Terminology 

2.1 Definition of the Terms "Term" and "Medical Terminology" 

The term is a brief expression of a scientific concept. The main features of the term 

are called systematic, the tendency to unambiguous within the terminological field, 

lack of expression, the presence of precise definition, stylistic neutrality [24, p.145]. 

The main requirements for the term are: 1) a systematic approach to the corre-

spondence between content and form; 2) the presence of a definition; 3) brevity and 

conformity of the concept; 4) conventionality; 5) stylistic neutrality; 6) attraction of a 

certain branch of the system; 7) compliance with language standards; 8) derivative 

capacity; 9) invariance; 10) information content [2, p.259]. 

During the translation of medical terminology from English into Ukrainian, it is 

necessary to comply with the requirements in order to ensure an adequate and equiva-

lent translation of the medical term. For a number of compelling reasons, it is not 

possible to fully comply with the deadlines. The problem of the polysemy of terms is 

the cause of difficulties in the implementation of these requirements. The scientist I. 

Borysyuk considers that for any term-system the state is perfect when a single term 

corresponds to a single term, because it is the regulated correlation of the name and 

the reality that makes it possible to avoid possible differences [19, p. 170]. 

Medical terminology is a macrosystem. The content of medical terminology is 

quite diverse: human diseases and pathologies, pathogens and vectors of diseases, 

methods of diagnostics, prevention and therapeutic treatment of diseases, syndromes 

and symptoms, surgeries, devices, instruments, medical equipment and equipment, 



medicines, etc. [4]. Medical terminology is an urgent problem of today, not only for 

scientists but also for translating instructions into medicines. There is a huge amount 

of work devoted to the study of terminology and terms in linguistics. 

Contemporary scientific literature investigates such problems as determining the 

ways and means of terminating pharmaceutical terminology (Chernih V., Pertsev), 

establishing the specifics of functioning of foreign-language medical terms in Ukrain-

ian discourse (Hnatyshina I., Svitlichna I.), the structure of the pharmaceutical term 

(Petrukh L, Vrublevskaya) M., Mikhalik O.), vocabulary structure of pharmaceutical 

terminology (Chernykh V., Pertsev I., Petrukh L.), history of names of Ukrainian 

medical vocabulary (Didyk-Meush G.), formation and functioning of biological ter-

minology (Simon NCB AL). In general, the word "terminology" began to exist in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries [24, p. 146]. 

The concept of "terminology", scientists give different definitions, so this leads to 

difficulties in the definition and understanding of the concepts of "term", "terminolo-

gy", "terminosystem" [8, p.58]. The scientific community identifies three basic con-

cepts for defining the term "terminology": 1) terminology is an integral part of the 

vocabulary of literary language; 2) terminology is an autonomous section of the na-

tional language vocabulary that has little in common with the literary language; 3) 

terminology is not a language but a system of artificially created signs [16, p. 114]. 

In terms of concepts, it can be concluded that medical terminology as a set of 

names and concepts was formed together with medicine, before the emergence of 

terminology as a science. It can be traced that the ancient Ukrainian medical termi-

nology began in the times of Kievan Rus. Linguist L.Symonenko claims that the de-

velopment of Ukrainian medical terminology had both ups and downs, which were 

explained by socio-political reasons. Delayed the formation of term formation, long-

term ban on the Ukrainian language. The non-state status of the Ukrainian language 

and its territorial division have slowed the development of Ukrainian terminology. 

According to the classification of the formation of Ukrainian medical terminology, 

Lyudmila Symonenko identifies 5 main stages [24, p.23]. The first stage is called pre-

scientific or cumulative, there are special words recorded in different legal docu-

ments. The first sources of medical vocabulary were books of folk medicine, for ex-

ample "Doctors", "Herbs", they covered the names of plants, parts and organs of the 

human body. There were also medical memorials, which included anatomical terms, 

some of which were in Lexicon of the Slavonic by Pamba Berinda (1627). Each col-

lection consisted of treatment guidelines, collection of medical advice, and prescrip-

tions. These collections contain terms that emerged from the vernacular, such as sca-

bies, lichen, and more. The main part of medicine of that time was descriptive forms 

for designation of medical names with explanations of the authors. The common oc-

currence was the introduction of monosyllabic correspondences in a foreign language 

(Latin or Greek). The creation of medical names consisted of the combination of 

phrases, with the name of the diseased organ and the name of the disease, for exam-

ple: gum disease (periodontitis) or dental pain (pulpitis). 

The formation of scientific Ukrainian terminology was due to the influence of for-

eign cultures, so actively translated and original works in Latin and Ancient Greek. 

These works contained rich linguistic material for the study of Ukrainian medical 



terminology. The second stage of development of medical terminology intertwined 

with the needs of cultural and scientific development of the Ukrainian language, the 

formation of scientific societies that made up the development of Ukrainian science. 

Due to the efforts of the Medical Society in Galicia and the Taras Shevchenko Scien-

tific Society, the Kiev Scientific Society and the Prosvita, a national term system was 

formed. Thanks to the linguistic studies of I. Verkhratsky, I. Gavrishkevich, E. 

Ozarkievich contributed to the development of Ukrainian terminology. During the 

second half of the nineteenth century, this process began and lasted until the begin-

ning of the twentieth century. compilation of the nomenclature and terminology of 

nature »by I. Verkhratsky. The third stage took place during the 1920s-1930s, and 

dictionaries and works of authors such as I. Tseskivsky and E. Lukashevich appeared. 

At this stage, Doctor of Medical Sciences Martyria Galina showed himself. The ter-

minological concept of this scientist consisted of lexicographic medical works of the 

20's. The dictionary articles were accompanied by synonymous rows of terms, 

Ukrainian words prevailed. The Institute of Ukrainian Language was created at the 

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. It was the institute that systematized Ukrainian sci-

entific terminology and developed national science. The terms were created through a 

rethinking of common terms, because scientists followed the path of terminology 

based on Ukrainian vocabulary. It is at this time that Ukrainian names are formed, 

such as: gallbladder (adenitis) and gastric (gastritis). The period of the 30's was char-

acterized by the publication of articles against Ukrainian scientists. There was a list of 

terms that was nationalist and subject to terminology. 

The fourth stage lasted from the 50s to the 80s of the XX century. During this peri-

od, terminological studies were renewed and a Ukrainian terminological vocabulary 

was formed, through which the Presidium of the Academy of Sciences of the Diction-

ary Commission was formed. Scientific studies in various fields of terminological 

systems began to emerge. Many linguistic dictionaries, directories, and encyclopedias 

have been published through the research of linguists. The fifth stage arose from the 

90's of the XX century. which is still ongoing. Thanks to the independence of 

Ukraine, the proclamation of the Ukrainian language into the official state language 

helped to restore Ukrainian terminology. The terminological base of the Ukrainian 

language is rapidly changing, and there are attempts to introduce new terms or old 

ones in scientific fields that were created in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Despite this, more than 80 vocabularies in various medical disciplines have been pub-

lished, a series of legal documents have been approved to define pharmaceutical terms 

and describe their use. In particular, they have developed and approved the terminol-

ogy dictionary as the only document for the member countries of the CMEA in the 

field of medical science, technology and health care (order of the Ministry of Health 

of the USSR of 69.07.1980, No. 692), the Law of Ukraine "On Medicines" (from 

04.04.1996 № 123/96 BP). The main bibliographic works include the Pharmaceutical 

Encyclopedia, edited by Art. NAS of Ukraine, Professor V.P. Chernykh, "Ortho-

graphic Graphic Dictionary of Ukrainian Medical Terms" (OSUMT) for 29000 terms, 

"Ukrainian-Latin-English Medical Interpretive Dictionary" (ULAMTS) for 33000 

terms, edited by Professor L.I. Petrukh, Associate Professor IM Golovko. 



2.2 Difficulties in Using Dental Terms 

Research on the normalization of dental terminology is based on the fact that the 

study of scientific terminology is characterized by a close combination of theoretical 

and methodological aspects. The standardization and proper application of the term 

stomatology dentistry system depends mainly on the solution of many problems such 

as violations of lexical, stylistic, spelling rules; inaccurate lexical notation of scientific 

concepts; the use of words not peculiar to the Ukrainian language, including its scien-

tific style; the presence of terminological polysemy [12, p.17-18]. 

To solve these problems, which undoubtedly relate to theoretical and practical 

therapeutic dentistry, let us dwell on the characterization of the main lexical and 

grammatical difficulties of using the appropriate terms [10, p.68]. 

The basic terminological structure for dentistry is the term system of names of ana-

tomical formations of maxillofacial area [15, p.114]. Characteristics of difficulties of 

using medical vocabulary for marking of the maxillofacial area were distributed ac-

cording to the respective groups according to the anatomical purpose and topography: 

кістки (bones), м’язи (muscles), нерви (nerves), порожнина рота (oral cavity), 

ясна (gums), кровоносні судини (blood vessels), залози (glands) [9, p.21]. 

There are difficulties of term use in the names of the bones of the maxillofacial ar-

ea: lacrimal bone (слізна кістка incorrectly "сльозна"); palate (піднебінна кістка); 

zygomatic bone (вилична кістка not the " вилицева") [17, p.11]. Often dentists use 

the term "alveolar sprout", and there must be a "sprout" because the sprout is a "young 

plant stem" [18, p.37], and the sprout is "three anatomical branches of some organ in 

the body. Worm-shaped appendix of the caecum; processes of the cervical vertebrae 

”[14, p.101]. Recall that in English, the term "periosteum" is translated as "perioste-

um": alveoli periosteum (окістя альвеоли); ocular fossa (окістя очної ямки); tooth 

ossification (окістя зуба). Hence the adjective oxidative (окісний), for example in 

implantology: "cut the mucous membrane of the periosteum along the crest of the 

alveolar process and peel off the mucous-oxide flaps" [7, p.60]. 

With respect to the characteristics of the mandibular bones, there are also a number 

of problematic issues and difficulties in vocabulary related primarily to bilingualism 

in the local linguistic environment [13]. Yes, from the russian подъязыковая ямка 

should be translated as ukrainian. під’язикова ямка - english sublingual fossa, not 

sublingual, as well as ukr під’язикова кістка. However, in the most famous translat-

ed dictionary of medical vocabulary by OK Usatenko there is a discrepancy of the 

following character: the russian term sublingual-language is translated as ukrainian as 

під’язиково-язиковий, and the next word from Russian подъязычный is ukrainian. 

під’язиковий and під’язичний [46, p. 24]. The English term Interalveolar septum 

should be translated as ukr. міжальвеолярні перегородки, not septa, because the last 

term refers to the skin formation between the bones on the legs of birds. Eng. The Jaw 

branch translates as a гілка нижньої щелепи, although one can find the irregular 

branch вітка - tracing paper in russian [29, p.108]. A common occurrence in the 

Ukrainian oral language of dentists is the erroneous accent of Ukrainian. noun jaw. 

Properly emphasize on the first syllable, just like ukr. noun saliva [28, p.312]. 



In order to characterize the muscles of the thyroid gland, we use terms that also 

have some spelling, word-making and stylistic difficulties. For example, english buc-

cal muscle the щі́чний м’яз according to the alternation of the vowels o, e with and, 

in open and closed composition [20, p.197]. The following describes the difficulties 

of term use on the nerve of the thyroid: oculomotor nerve (окоруховий нерв); facial 

(лицевий – front); olfactory (нюховий); infraorbital (підочноямковий); glossopha-

ryngeal (язикоглотковий) [31, p.72]. There are correct forms of separate names for 

teeth and dental surfaces: articulating (артикулюючі), juvenile (жувальні), wisdom 

teeth (зуби мудрості), cut (кутні), convergent (конвергуючі), competitive 

(різцеподібні), shipuv (шипуваті), juvenile tooth surface (жувальна поверхня 

зуба), incisal margin (різальний край) [25,с.23]. 

Separately, the translation of the english term can be distinguished. abutment teeth 

in english. That's right - ukr. опорні зуби, not the supporting teeth, because the noun 

resistance has the lexical meaning " that which is supported or supported" [21, p.262], 

whereas the noun resistance from which the adjective is derived means "2. the ability 

to resist, to counter. " It is worth remembering that the noun tooth in the plural noun 

has the ending -y: два зуби [35, p.218]. The noun canine in the nominative plural has 

the form of canines [39, p.291], but often use the wrong form of canines. 

It is worth noting that the noun gum is used in the Ukrainian language only in the 

plural form, so, for example, the sentence "On the gum of the upper jaw, the vessels 

are narrowed" is translated: "On the gums of the upper jaw narrowed vessels". The 

adjective from the gum is clear, but in the educational and scientific literature and the 

speech of dentists we find often irregular forms [1, p.51]. 

It should be noted that the use of the terms periodontium - ukr. пародонт (tissue 

surrounding the root of the tooth) and periodont - ukr. періодонт (ligaments on 

which the tooth is held), which in the genitive singular have the termination –

пародонта, періодонта, as well as most nouns for the designation of anatomical 

form of the thyroid gland: лоба (forehead), носа (nose), рота (mouth), язика 

(tongue), відростка (genital), скелета (skeleton), черепа (skull), but the names of 

the diseases - пародонтиту (periodontitis) [13]. 

The periodontal noun has the prefix peri-. This variant of spelling is used because 

there is a rule according to which the prefix of the Russian language in the Ukrainian 

language is used with the letter and before the consonants, for example. перибронхіт 

(peribronchitis), перикард (pericardium), перипроктит (periproctitis) and with the 

letter and - in front of the vowels say as періодонт (periodontitis), періапікальний 

(periapical), періаденіт (periadenitis), періартрит (periarthritis), періімплантит 
(peri-implantitis), періостит (periostitis) [13]. Problems arise in the use of the term 

English tonsils. In general, it is translated as tonsil, but the correct translation of the 

name of this formation as a part of the paired organ of the lymphatic system - almond: 

глотковий мигдалик (pharyngeal tonsils), піднебінний мигдалик (palatine tonsils), 

язиковий мигдалик (lingual tonsils) [34, с.463]. 
The prefix is applied to the designation of the salivary gland: parotid salivary 

gland, but if you look in the dictionary of O.K Usatenko you can see that there is ri-

diculousness. For example, the Russian term parotid-chewing is translated into 



Ukrainian навколовушно-жувальний, and the next word grew rus. околоушный - 

like ukr. привушний [37, p.80-84]. 

It is necessary to highlight one of the key in dentistry anatomical terms - the Eng-

lish vestibule of the mouth. Researchers-philologists have put forward another option, 

instead of common in the anatomy of ukr. присінок рота to the norms of Ukrainian 

word-formation, the mouth should be used in ukr. переддвер’я рота [36, p. 30]. 

First, this name fully reflects the features of the anatomical details of this formation: 

that in front of the "door" - closed dental rows; secondly, it does not violate the norms 

of Ukrainian spelling; thirdly, it is more understandable to contemporaries than archa-

ism of the "porch" - an attribute, an outdated architectural detail of the Ukrainian hut. 

2.3 The Spelling Aspect of Dental Terms 

One of the most acute problems with the spelling aspect of highly specialized terms in 

therapeutic dentistry is the use of apostrophe. According to the rules of Ukrainian 

spelling [33, p.102] with an apostrophe we write the following words and their gram-

matical forms, which are used in the vocabulary of therapeutic dentistry: в’ялий 

(sluggish, course of ulcerative-necrotic gingivitis), з’єднання (compound, enamel-

dentin), кальційзв´язувальний (calcium-binding, protein), кератокон’юнктивіт 

(keratoconjunctivitis), комп´ютерна (computer, tomography), кров´яний (blood, 

clot), миш’яковиста (arsenic: acid; toxic periodontitis), м’який (soft: plaque; canal 

content), supernatural, acacia (tartar); м´якоеластичний (soft elastic: lymph node 

consistency); об´єктивне (objective, survey); під´язикова (sublingual, iron); 

пов´язка (bandage, sealed); п’єзоелектричний (piezoelectric), п’єзоскейлер (piezo 

scaler); розм’якшений (softened, dentin). 

Without an apostrophe we write: bugel, curettage, fluorescent (diagnosis). 

Double consonants occur in such words as: гаммаглобулі (gammaglobulin); голка 

Міллера (Miller needle); іннервація (innervation), іррадіація (irradiation), 

іррегулярний (irregular coincidence of the consonant prefix and root; the life of the 

microflora (the consonants d, t, c, c, l, n, w, w, c, h are lengthened, and the letter is 

indicated by two letters) when they are after the vowel before I, you, and, are in all 

the nouns the middle kind of the second term, except the generic set); пломбування 

(filling); препарування (dissection); сплетення (plexus); прогресування (progres-

sion (process) is a doubling of consonants in suffixes [38, p. 59]. 

There is no doubling of consonants in such terms of foreign origin, which are 

widely used in therapeutic dentistry: абсцес (abscess), ендодонтія (endodontics), 

глосалгія (glossalgia), гутаперча (gutta-percha), гнійний (verucous), кореневі 

канали (root canals), дифузний пульпіт (diffuse pulpitis), манозний сосочок (man-

nose papilla), зубна нитка (floss). We emphasize that doubling occurs when the 

consonant prefix and root coincide: innervation (tooth pulp); irradiation of trigeminal 

pain; irregular dentin; three-dimensional root canal filling with “BeeFill” and “BeeFill 

pack” complexes - innovative technology of endodontic treatment [27, p.63]. 

The spelling difficulties of the dentistry terminology arise through the writing of 

complex words. We write complex English nouns such as амелогенез (amelogene-

sis), ампліпульсфорез (amplipulphoresis), атибіотикотерапія (antibiotic therapy), 



апекслокатор (apexlokator), аутоінфекція (autoinfection), аутомасаж (self-

message), біосумісність (biocompatibility), бормашина (drill), вакуумкюретаж 

(vacuum curettage), вібро-, гідро-, вакууммасаж (vibro-, hydro-, vacuum-massage), 

вітамінотерапія (vitamin therapy), вестибулопластика (vestibuloplasty), 

гідроксиапатит (hydroxyapatite), гідротерапія (hydrotherapy), гінгівоектомія 

(gingivectomy), гінгівостоматит (gingivostomatitis), гіперестезія (hyperesthesia), 

гіперкератоз (hyperkeratosis), гіпоплазія (hypoplasia), губотримач (lip holder), 

дентиногенез (dentinogenesis), діатермокоагулятор (diathermocoagulator), 

діатермокоагуляція (diathermocoagulation), діркопробивач (puncher), 

електроодонтодіагностика (electrodontiagnosis), енамелобласт (enamelblasts), 

ехоостеотомія (echo osteotomy), життєздатність (viability), 

каналонаповнювач (ductile), кислотостійкість (acid resistance), 

кістогранульома (cyst granuloma), кріокюретаж (cryotherapy), кровоточивість 

(bleeding), мікрофлора (microflora), некректомія (necrectomy), 

ортопантомографія (orthopantomography), остеоінтеграція (osseointegration), 

пульпекстрактор (pulp extracto)r, пульпотомія (pulpotomy), радіовізіографія 

(radiovisiography), реопародонтографія (reoporodontography), сенсигель (sen-

sigel), слиновідсмоктувач (salivary gland), ультрафонофорез (phonophoresis), 

флексофайл (flexo), фотополімеризатор (photopolymerization), 

френулопластика (frenuloplasty), термодіагностика (thermodiagnosis), 

тортоаномалія (tortoanatomy), хроніоінтоксикація (chronointoxication), 

цинкоксидевгенол (zinc oxidevgenol), цистоектомія (cystectomy). 

Let's draw our attention to complex adjectives, namely their spelling: multi-root, 

roller-shaped, calc-stone (acid), free-radical (reaction), intra-oral, near-focal, gram-

negative, gram-positive, dentoalveolar, dentate (papilla), conventional (technique), 

toothpick, toothpick (system), ion-exchange (process), bone-plastic, cone-shaped, 

magnetostrictive ultrasound (scaler), micro-X-ray spectral (analysis), around-pulp 

(dentin), neurohumoral, low-intensity (light helium-neon laser), low laser (neon la-

ser), low laser periodontomuscular (reflex), mandibular, anti-inflammatory, pseudo-

membranous (candidiasis), light-hardening, fiberglass (cement) [48]. 

There are various cases of writing such complex adjectives as whitish-gray 

(plaque), purulent-inflammatory (complications), labial-buccal, enamel-dentinal 

(compound), erosive-ulcerative, acid-alkaline, clinical-anatomical, chalk-speckled 

(form of fluorosis), medical-instrumental (processing), papillary-marginal, air-

abrasive (system), toxic-allergic (stomatitis), cylindrical-conical (pin form), zinc-

phosphate (cement), dark brown (spots), maxillofacial, bright blue, light yellow 

(enamel glow), bright red (border) [49, p. 18]. 

We quote the following dental implements: cements, linings, varnishes, plastics, 

composites, compomers, orcomers, aerosols, apparatus, borons, "Vivadent", "Contra-

sil", "Kalcevit", "Latex", "Units", "Silicin" , "Silidont", "Cemion", "Carbondent", 

"Evicrol", "Charisma", "Prizmafil", "Mini-Piezon", "Hyposol"; also company names, 

for example, "Dentsply", "Ivoclar", and "Ultradent" [44, p.90]. 

Particular difficulties arise with English nominals, which are caused by the use of a 

distinctive form, and when interpreted into Ukrainian, it produces differences that 

mainly affect the letter. Indeed, we should consider our own division of forms into the 



most popular lectures for dental therapists [5, p.24]. Ukrainian translation functions 

predetermine and include the limb – у and – ю when they mean: 

1. the names of specific objects - dental instruments, devices, lining elements: amal-

gamtreger, boron, branch, vasoconstrictor, verifier, veneer, depth gauge, desensi-

tizer, drillbore, excavator, extractor, electrode, probe, tool (but instrument), paper 

clip, Krimer, K-file, laser, workshop, micromotor, tap, tip, spindler, tweezers, pol-

isher, washer, rasp, rutfizer, scaler, saliva, spreader, stopper, tampon, fuser, stop, 

file, fluorine ilera (as a pin), a veneer, a fleece; 

2. the names of the teeth and the proper noun "tooth": tooth, molar, premolar, incisor; 

3. names of cell types, anatomical formations, separate tissues: fragment, nodule, 

enameloblast, epitheliocyte, erythrocyte, histiocyte, hump, granulocyte, denticu-

lum, rudiment, stone (single value), leukocyte, pericatidoma, paroticidata, perikida-

tum vesicles, blisters, horns, scars, papillae, follicles, cementocytes, tongue [45, 

p.16]. 

Endings –in, -y in the Ukrainian language have masculine nouns of the second dero-

gation in the genitive singular, if they mean: 

1. the name of a large proportion of diseases of the teeth and maxillofacial area: ab-

scess, avitaminosis, alveolitis, arthritis, arthrosis, galvanosis, herpes, gingivitis, hy-

perkeratosis, glossitis, discoloritis, epulis, slaughter, infiltrate, stone (combined), 

candidiasis, caries, keratosis, keratosis, keratosis, keratosis, keratosis, keratosis 

papillitis, papillomatosis, periodontitis, fracture, periostitis, pulpitis, stomatitis, 

fluorosis, cheilitis, shock. Names of diseases which by their outward manifesta-

tions are anatomical formations, mainly on the skin or mucous membranes, in-

clude: up lupus, slurry, fistula, rash, boils, and barley [42, p.70]; by the same prin-

ciple there should be "ecchymosis", but the dictionaries, in our opinion, do not cor-

rectly fix the endings [41, p.110] ; 

2. the names of the tissues of the tooth, its individual elements, the set of organs in 

the system: chewing, dentition, dentin, epithelium, canal (but tubules), point (reten-

tive), horn (pulp), ledge, follicle, cement, layer; noun bite [50]; 

3. names of processes, therapeutic technologies, drugs, substances: abrasive, adhe-

sive, aerosol, acantholysis, acrylate, actinomycosis, amelogenesis, analysis, anam-

nesis, biocenosis, bonding, galvanosis, sealant, histogenesis, disinfectant, dentino-

genesis, depopheresis, access, eug epsogomol, exsubenzol conditioner (orthophos-

phoric acid gel), cofferdam, curettage, varnish, cerebrospinal fluid, macro-, micro-

fil, minidam, plaque, ormoker, potassium orotate, pathogenesis, pigment, powder, 

occlusion, puncture, propolis, anesthesia, polymethyl meth methyl acetate, meth 

example, rotocane, siler, silicate, spongiosis, stomatidine, tocopherol, ubiestezin, 

ultracaine, filler (as a substance), fluorapatite, fluorine gel, cement; but: activator, 

bonding agent, inhibitor, initiator (photopolymerization), catalyst, filler, oxidizing 

agent, stabilizer [48]. 

It should be noted regarding the use of nouns "organ" and "apparatus" in medicine. 

The noun "organ" has two meanings: 1) part of a body; 2) institution [22, p.171]. This 

noun is used by the first value that is decisive in medicine, for example: enamel body, 

the structure of the tooth as a body [5, p.24]. 



The noun "apparatus" also has two meanings: 1) device; 2) set of bodies [40, 

p.848]. Hence the peculiarities of the use of excellent endings are as follows: 

 in the sense of "device" - termination: studied the structure of the system "Vector" 

("Durr-Dental") as a dental device;  

 in the meaning of "set of bodies": investigated the peculiarities of the functioning 

of the dentition apparatus and others. 

It is worth noting that unspecified spelling issues include the termination of the gener-

ic case of nouns such as periodontium, periodontal, conditioner. Because "periodonti-

um is a complex of tissues that surround the tooth". It includes gums, root cement, 

periodontal ligament (periodontal) and alveolar bone [26, p.201], then on semantic 

grounds nouns are periodontal, periodontal fit into the category defined in spelling as 

"substance, mass, material" [30 , with. 230], and therefore should be used - just like 

the names of other tooth tissues: cement, dentin. However, modern authoritative ter-

minology dictionaries capture these nouns with the ending -a. Not so long ago, the 

conditioner noun had the meaning of a specific subject - "the device thanks to which 

the required temperature, humidity of the air in the closed rooms is reached." With 

this meaning, this noun is used in the generic case ending with –a: air conditioning. 

However, modern language is very dynamic. With the development of new technolo-

gies in various fields of science, technology and production, the semantics of many 

words are expanding. Therefore, in everyday life, the well-known word such as air 

conditioning should be used with the ending –in: air conditioning. Due to the impact 

on the language system, through the bilingual environment that serves the dental in-

dustry, and leads to problems with the use of many terminological words and phrases, 

creating tokens that are not correct in the Ukrainian language [27, p.63]. 

Therefore, they uniquely divide and position the teeth and jaws on the movable (or 

fixed) just like all other organs. Onomastics is a science that studies its own names. In 

general, in medicine and dentistry, these names are very common, we consider it nec-

essary to provide in this article a spelling-normalized list of those which, according to 

the observations, cause spelling difficulties in texts in dentistry: Simanovsky-Plaut-

Vincent sore throat; Golgi apparatus; Epstein-Barr virus; Corfu fibers; Toms fibers; 

Fordies bets; Turner's tooth; teeth of Hutchinson-Fournier; Silnes-Loe gingivitis in-

dex; the Green-Vermillion index; Russell index; the Retius line; the Romanovsky 

Gimza method; samples: Aldrich; Rotger; Schiller-Pisarev; Hutchinson cutters; 

Dupuytren's symptom; syndromes: Addison, Verlhof, Düring, Lyell, Papillon-

Lefebvre, Rossolimo-Bekhterev, Gangart; Gunther Schreger bands; Septon's stomati-

tis; the current of D'Arsonval; Ebner tangential fibers; Merkel's calf. 

As of today, there is a problem of ordering the already formed medical terminology 

system, namely the dental one, in order to solve urgent problems of training highly 

qualified medical personnel, the formation of the next generation of Ukrainian doctors 

is impossible without mastering the professional language both at the level of interna-

tional scientific terminology and at the level of medical lexis has national roots [12, 

p.17]. Analyzing the vocabulary of dental terminology, scientific articles, periodic 

medical monographs and descriptions of clinical cases, it is considered that the main 

body of the dental terminology system has already been formed, but it needs signifi-



cant ordering and standardization. The orderliness and systematization of term con-

cepts is manifested in the desire to avoid polysemy, synonymy, multicomponentity of 

the term, congestion by foreign language units, eponymic terms, etc. [3, p.174]. 

The linguistic problem is to improve the terminology of dentistry, its practical im-

plementation in the systematization, codification, ordering, unification and standardi-

zation, as well as the normalization of terminology, namely revision of the terminolo-

gy in accordance with the norms of the Ukrainian language. The main purpose of the 

normalization of the dental term system is to improve it with those lexical models that 

best assist the implementation of all functions of the term, including communicative. 

The processes of normalization of terminological vocabulary are carried out with the 

help of norms of the literary language. The normativity of terms in linguistic terms 

means the correctness of their formation and use. The most important aspect is the 

development of a unified concept of term formation using the experience and positive 

heritage of scientists of different generations. 

Industry dictionaries play a major role in this process. There are different ways in 

the approaches to their creation in the analyzes of published works, one of these ways 

was the renewal of the terminology of the 20-30s of the twentieth century, aimed at 

replacing the established terms in the language. Accepting Ukrainian medical terms of 

national origin, physicians find such implementation discontent. The expediency of 

introducing them into modern lexical circulation is often debated. Non-use of the 

Ukrainian language in the field of medicine leads to the rejection of terminology. 

Researchers have highlighted the causes of this phenomenon, primarily the lack of 

terminology dictionaries, Ukrainian-language medical aids, textbooks, the reluctance 

of physicians themselves to use Ukrainian-speaking terms [23, p.171]. Doctors say 

that when they kept their medical histories with the help of a Russian-Ukrainian med-

ical dictionary with the foreign names of S. Nechai, misunderstandings in professional 

communication often arose. Based on this, research into the terminology of Ukrainian 

medicine should be thorough and collaborative with physicians. 

Often there are tendencies that manifest themselves in the misuse of foreign lan-

guages, in most cases by English terms. None of these trends helps to normalize and 

develop Ukrainian medical terminology. It is necessary to maintain a balance while 

implementing vocabulary in order for medical terminology to develop the precondi-

tions for effective professional communication and research at national and interna-

tional levels. Despite the problems of Ukrainian term formation and the problems of 

Anglo-Ukrainian translation of terminological vocabulary, medicine is considered to 

be one of the most secured fields of science from a lexicographic point of view (more 

than 60 dictionaries from various fields of medicine). The main areas of Ukrainian 

terminological research include: development of methodological bases for the unifica-

tion of term systems and their enrichment at the expense of their own linguistic units 

(theoretical aspect), participation of Ukrainian scientists in international organizations 

on standardization (pragmatic aspect), compilation of various vocabulary for collabo-

ration ). Ukrainian researchers A. Samolysov and A. Nikolaev indicate that the pro-

fessional terminology should be unified and presented to the user in an easy form. The 

topics for discussion of linguists are the problems of usage, normalization and equiva-

lent translation of terms; questions of excessive synonymy, littering of terminology 



with numerous linguistic twists, correspondence of scientific terms to the structure of 

the Ukrainian language, expediency of borrowing. The development of scientific 

thought in Ukraine will improve thanks to its own terminological systems. It is im-

portant to define the tasks of terminology because translation of medical terminology 

is one of the main tasks of terminology as a science. Terminology covers such areas 

as: lexicographic (creation of various dictionaries); unification and standardization of 

terms; creation of categories and databases; translation of terms; terminological edit-

ing; organizational direction (covers the publication of special journals, collections on 

problems of terminology) [35, p. 220]. Translating specific medical terminology and 

abbreviations is one of the most difficult areas. The most important task in resolving 

this issue is to compile an English-Ukrainian dictionary of terminological vocabulary 

that would gather basic terminology in English, which is used by dentists, as well as 

to translate the terms into Ukrainian correspondences with appropriate interpretation 

of a concept, phenomenon or process. 

As a terminological system, dental terminology, in its composition, holds the terms 

that emerged from the semantic development and terminology of commonly used 

autochthonous vocabulary (dental stone, tooth root) or were formed using their own 

word-forming means, and terms borrowed from the term systems. The correct transla-

tion of the term includes word formation and morphological structure, as well as se-

mantic differences from common words. From the point of view of origin, medical 

terminology belongs to one of the oldest layers of the terminological dictionary of the 

Ukrainian language, so throughout the history of development it reflected the main 

ways of word formation that provided the ability to create new terms: 1) morphologi-

cal: a) prefixed (prefixes indicate the localization of the phenomenon process or ob-

ject, make an additional meaning that separates the term from among the totality of 

terms); b) suffix (dermatitis - dermatitis, where the suffix -itis = -it and indicates the 

name of the disease inflammatory); c) prefix-suffix method (periimplantitis - peri-

implantitis); d) basic and word addition (dentinoenamel - dentinoemal, sandwich 

technique - sandwich technique); syntax (overlay denture). 

Translating difficulties arise because of the existence of homonymous terms, lexi-

cal elements, identical in form, but quite different in meaning. Not surprisingly, the 

character of the meaning of such homonymic terms is largely determined by the ap-

propriateness of the original text to a particular field of science and technology and to 

the specific subject matter. For example, in medicine, the term separation has two 

meanings: one broader, general ("separation, stratification, disassembly process"), and 

the other narrower, dental: "special adjacent teeth." Translating the text from English 

into Ukrainian may result in incorrect translation of the term separation if the narrow 

and wide contexts do not allow us to determine exactly which of the following mean-

ings the term separation is used (homonyms by denotation). 

In addition to this type of dental terminology homonymy, there are the following 

types of terminological homonymy: 1) the same form has different meanings in dif-

ferent fields of science (for example, mouth in polytechnic terminology means an 

inlet, in geography - river mouth, and in dentistry - mouth cavity; post in the term 

system of polytechnics means a pillar, a support, a support, and in a dental term sys-

tem a pin (homonyms by definition); 2) the same form of the word has different 



meanings in different sub-branches of medicine (for example, depression in the term 

system of dogs depression means depression, depressed condition, and dentistry - 

recess, indentation (absolute homonyms) Translating dental terminology will mainly 

deal with lexical translation transformations, which are definite transformations by 

which one can make the transition from units of the original 37, pp. 84] Determine the 

main types of lexical transformations: translational transcription and transliteration, 

calculations and lexico-semantic substitutions (concretization, generalization, modu-

lation). Complex lexical-grammatical transformations include antonymic translation, 

explication (descriptive translation), and compensation [38, p. 63]. Based on the 

above material and taking into account the peculiarities of the medical text and medi-

cal terminology, we can distinguish the following basic methods and techniques of 

translation of medical terms [29, p. 115]: 1) transcoding (transcription, translitera-

tion): pinlay - pinley, abutment - abutment; 2) costing (semantic tracing: smear layer - 

greased layer); 3) translation by variant correspondent (post - support, post - pin); 4) 

translation by equivalent (molar - molar); 5) descriptive translation (scaling - removal 

of dental deposits). Translating dental terms requires that the translator have a suffi-

cient level of knowledge in the relevant field of knowledge and a clear adherence to 

the norms of the Ukrainian language. The most acceptable for functioning in the med-

ical term system are those words that are recognized by most specialists, understood 

by all, and adequately reflect the essence of the phenomenon or object [22, p.232]. 

The meaning of the term in medicine only then becomes common knowledge when it 

is fixed with a clear term does not imply different interpretations, is simple and un-

ambiguous. Problems in the terminology of dentistry, as well as in the main Ukrainian 

writing base, compel every selfish scientist to trace and process this nameless branch 

of science. Differences happen everywhere, both in grammatical and in spelling, and 

in morphological fields. It is in this vision that we can not keep up with the develop-

ment of noun endings. By spelling, endings are accepted by nouns when they mean: 

names of persons, first and last names; animals and trees; objects; settlements; other 

geographical names; measures of length, weight, time, etc. [47]; numeric names; the 

names of the machines and their parts; terms of foreign origin, which denote the ele-

ments of the structure of something, specific objects, geometric figures, as well as the 

Ukrainian origin suffixal word terms [21, p.265]. 

Nouns are widely distributed and used in writing for example: substance, mass, 

material; collective concepts, including names of shrub and herbaceous plants and 

varieties of fruit trees; names of buildings, structures, buildings and their parts; names 

of institutions, institutions, organizations; the vast majority of words with place, 

space, etc. (with refinements); phenomena of nature; names of feelings; names of 

processes, states, properties, features, formations, phenomena of social life, general 

and abstract concepts; terms of foreign origin, meaning of physical or chemical pro-

cesses, part of an area, etc. names of games and dances; most complex non-suffix 

words (except creature names); the vast majority of prefixed nouns with different 

meanings (except creature names); names of rivers, lakes, mountains, islands, penin-

sulas, countries, regions. [48]. However, there is no mention of nouns related to medi-

cal terms in spelling. Due to the need for ordering medical terms in this grammatical 

category, their detailed classification was developed.  



Nouns in case letters are displayed in the letter when they mean: 

1. names of specific items: amalgammaker, boron, branch, vasoconstrictor, verifier, 

veneer, probe, canister, container, clamper, tip, polisher, blister, rasp, rutfisher, 

scaler, salivary gland, spreader, stopper, tampon, tampon, tampon filler (as a pin), 

finer, floss, template (device, drawing), but template (sample); spatula, pin, cork-

screw; 

2. varieties of cells, anatomical entities, separate tissues: fragment, nodule, enamelo-

blast, epitheliocyte, erythrocyte, histiocyte, hump, granulocyte, denticulum, germ, 

stone (single value), leukocyte, pericymata [39, p.848]. 

The term means words or phrases that refer to the special concepts of a specific spe-

cial area of science, technology, art. The term has a definition that denotes realities, 

gives a brief description of the object or phenomenon. Medical term is characterized 

by the presence of definition, maximum abstractness, lack of expression, emotional 

coloring, compliance with a special concept, logical accuracy. Medical translation is a 

complex multi-vector type of human activity. The basic requirements are the accuracy 

and completeness of the removal of the content of the utterance, lexical units. Medical 

terminology is a collection of words and phrases used by experts to refer to scientific 

concepts in the field of medicine and health care. Common ways of translating lexical 

units: 1) lexical borrowing, 2) semantic borrowing, 3) innovation units. 

Among the translation transformations there are translation techniques: transcrip-

tion and transliteration; calculations and lexico-semantic substitutions (concretization, 

generalization), modulations. Eponyms are terms formed by proper names. Medical 

eponyms are a reflection of the evolution of medical knowledge and make up a large 

part of medical terminology. By the structure of the eponym, they are often two-

component terminological conjunctions having, along with their own name, a themat-

ic and structural kernel with a generalized meaning. The abbreviation means any 

shortened spelling and pronunciation of a word or phrase. The abbreviation consists 

of initial letters, separate syllables in different combinations, complete first word and 

abbreviated second. The structure of dental terminology includes: a) nouns, b) adjec-

tives. In their structure, anatomical terms are: 1) monosyllabic, 2) ambiguous, consist-

ing of one noun and adjective (agreed or disagreed), 3) verbose. 

3 Methods of Research of Dental Terms 

3.1 Methods of Research of Dental Terminology 

Descriptive method is a planned inventory of language units and an explanation of the 

features of their structure and functioning at a certain (given) stage of language devel-

opment, i.e. in synchrony. The descriptive method distinguishes the following succes-

sive steps: 1) the allocation of units of analysis (phonemes, morphemes, tokens, con-

structions, etc.); 2) membership of the selected units (secondary segmentation): divi-

sion of sentence into word combination, word combination into word forms, word 

forms into morphemes, morphemes to phonemes, phonemes to differential features; 

3) classification and interpretation of selected units. 



The descriptive method employs techniques of external and internal interpretation. 

Techniques of external interpretation are of two types: a) in connection with extra-

linguistic phenomena (sociological, logical-psychological, articulatory-acoustic); b) in 

relation to other linguistic units (techniques of inter-level interpretation). 

A contextual analysis was conducted to analyze how the instructions were written. 

Are they accessible to the average reader? Is it informative, accurate and meaningful? 

Conducting conceptual analysis also involved a combination of analysis based on 

dictionary definitions and context analysis of INP. 

Comparative method (contrastive, typological) is a set of methods of study and de-

scription of language through its systematic comparison with another language in 

order to identify its specificity. This method is applicable to learning any languages - 

related and unrelated. Like the descriptive method, it aims at the current (certain) state 

of the language. Its main subject is the study of the structure of language in its simi-

larities and differences. 

Quantitative method is the identification and formation of a system of numerical 

characteristics of the studied objects, phenomena and processes of reality, which in 

the course of mathematical processing create the basis for the disclosure of quantita-

tive measures of appropriate quality. The essence of the quantitative method lies in 

the formalization and analysis of information from historical sources using mathemat-

ical methods. Quantitative methods are the usual analysis of phenomena and process-

es on the basis of the system of quantitative indices, and mathematical methods are 

the construction on the basis of the system of numerical data of formal-quantitative, 

mathematical models of these phenomena and processes. 

3.2 The Technique of Enclosing a Frequency Dictionary Based on 

the Housing 

Modern medicine as one of the most developed branches of Ukrainian science is used 

in a properly organized national language, the basis of which is a special vocabulary. 

The importance of research in the field of dental clinical terminology is due to the 

fact that it is the oldest terminology, the example of which can trace the ways of for-

mation, development and improvement of terms, the implementation of semantic 

processes, certain tendencies, methods and means of word formation, as well as the 

functioning of these tools in the field of medicine. At present, medical-clinical dental 

terminology has not been sufficiently studied, its vocabulary is disordered, which is 

due to the lack of a complete dictionary of dental clinical terms in Ukrainian, as well 

as the lack of a complete list of clinical terms with definitions in the available medical 

interpretative dictionaries. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the semantic and 

structural features of dental terms in instructions for medication [12, p. 17]. 

When semantizing new unknown terms in dentistry vocabulary, the term is derived 

based on its internal structure or context. Knowledge of the meaning of term elements 

contributes to the semantization of the term as a whole. The presence of a certain 

conceptual framework and a broad outlook also stimulate the process of deriving 

meaning of terms. Therefore, there is an urgent need to translate medical instructions, 

as the number of imported medicines in Ukraine has increased rapidly in recent years. 



Because of this, the study of terms, terms, and instructions to medicines, from the 

semantic and structural aspects, will reveal the unique peculiarities and differences of 

Ukrainian and English terminologies. The interpretation and translation of terms in 

the field of dentistry is based on the ability to perceive the term as a whole, taking 

into account the meaning of all [11, p.183]. In order to choose an equivalent transla-

tion of the term, one must have the dental terminology of the mother tongue and be 

well versed in the field of medicine in question [50].  

Medicines sold in pharmacies have accompanying leaflets - instructions for proper 

use. In linguistics, instruction is defined as text, which is a kind of discourse, and 

therefore has its main characteristics. The instruction includes certain macrostructures 

that determine its thematic content [23, p.171]. However, the texts of the instructions, 

describing the various preparations, reveal the common features of the structural or-

ganization. There is a clear structural division of the text corpus into separate sections. 

The distinction is made using the system of headings and subheadings. The system of 

headings and subheadings forms a structural skeleton of the text, and the blocks with-

in the frame have a certain semantic content and pragmatic orientation. 

Based on the same instructions of the three terminology systems, a parallel com-

parative corpus was created. Construction of a comparative linguistic corpus of phar-

maceutical instructions was carried out in stages. An original database of Internet 

resources was created in accordance with the anatomical and therapeutic classifica-

tion. As the material of any research in corpus linguistics should be chronologically 

and thematically homogeneous, the same Ukrainian-language (200 pieces) and Eng-

lish (200 pieces) instructions for medical products were chosen for this purpose. 

Thanks to the AntConc computer program, the implementation of the lexical pars-

ing of the above instructions has been implemented.  

As a result of the lexical analysis, manual lemmatization was carried out. After the 

completion of the lemmatization, a sample of parts of the language from medical 

dictionaries and encyclopedias was sampled. The sampling method used to select 

terminological units in Ukrainian and English-language instructions. 

The urgent internationalization of medical communication and the formation of a 

large number of new terms lead to an in-depth study of medical dental terminology, 

provide opportunities for the compilation of dictionaries and directories of medical 

products that promotes the development of medicine. The system of linguistic units is 

constantly changing, so there is a need to codify specific types of linguistic norms at 

certain stages of language and society development that the speaker should focus on. 

Frequency dictionaries indicate the frequency of words used at certain times. There 

are over 600 published and computer frequency dictionaries for 40 languages world-

wide. The frequency dictionary lists the words of a particular language, indicating 

how many times a particular word has been used in texts of the appropriate length, 

capable of objectively showing the frequency of occurrence of a word in a speech. 

The principle of word placement is not alphabetical, but in order of decreasing fre-

quency. The dictionary begins with the most commonly used words and ends with the 

least used. Frequency dictionaries provide manuals for accelerated learning of tech-

nical and scientific translation.  



The frequency dictionary obtained by analyzing a sufficiently large text fragment 

(novels, novels) demonstrates the richness of the author's language. 

Frequency dictionary of the writer (or his specific work) gives information about 

stylistic features of the writer's language at the level of vocabulary, such as the num-

ber of words from territorial or social dialects, frequency of their use, etc. In addition, 

the frequency vocabulary is able to assist the researcher in identifying frequently used 

groups of words that stand out for some additional feature. The frequency dictionary 

can also indicate the written language of the author of the analyzed lines. 

Depending on the type of lexical units, one can distinguish the frequency diction-

ary of word forms, words (lexemes), word bases (used in computer science), words in 

certain meanings (semantic frequency dictionary), word combinations. 

Without statistical surveys of large arrays of texts belonging to different functional 

styles and genres, it would not be possible to detect at least such regularities as the 

limited register of words in any text or array of texts, the law of preference for which 

a small number of linguistic units is used very often, and the rest with low frequency. 

There are many statistical patterns and parameters that show how vocabulary works in 

different genre texts. All of them have found practical applications, such as the selec-

tion of a lexical minimum in foreign language learning, the creation of effective 

shorthand systems, the attribution of unsigned manuscripts, the creation of economi-

cal algorithms for text coding for computers, as well as the systems of machine word 

processing - machine translation, information retrieval, automatic abstracting annota-

tion of the literature. The practical needs of a statistical survey of texts to study them 

on computers are particularly important in the period of scientific and technological 

revolution. Therefore, if the first frequency dictionaries were created for the purpose 

of improving the systems of shorthand and for the selection of the lexical minimum, 

nowadays frequency dictionaries are created mainly for the needs of information 

search and machine translation. 

3.3 Stages of Creating a Frequency Dictionary for Ukrainian 

Medicines Instructions 

The process of enclosing the frequency vocabulary building took place in several 

stages and according to the corresponding structure. 

In the first phase, a sufficient number of instructions for medicines were collected 

(60 instructions would be required, which would be available in all two languages). In 

order to be able to further process the material, the text of the links from doc format to 

txt was converted. The instructions were then read and analyzed. 

For proper ordering, the instructions were organized by list in Excel (Fig. 1). 

The ticks indicate those instructions that were available in one language or another 

Further, in the AntConc version 3.5.8 in Word List, the Sort by freq parameter was 

selected to represent the words in alphabetical order and after starting the Start button 

the result was a word list in Fig 2-3. 

Concordance was also considered for certain words of choice (Fig. 4). 



 

Fig. 1. List-table of collected instructions in Excel. 

     

Fig. 2. The results of AntConc version 3.5.8 with the instructions for the medicines are sorted 

by frequency in Ukrainian 

           

Fig. 3. The results of AntConc version 3.5.8 with the instructions for medicinal products are 

sorted alphabetically in Ukrainian 



 

Fig. 4. An example of a dictionary article where the selected words "remedy" and "inflamma-

tion" are shown in context and marked in which instructions they were used 

For easier use of the vocabulary body, it was decided to lemmatize it, in 55 instruc-

tions there were 18120 words, after the lemmatization of which there were 8147 

words (Fig. 5). 



 

Fig. 5. Lemmatization of medical terms from Ukrainian instructions 

3.4 Stages of Creating a Frequency Dictionary for English 

Medication Instructions 

The process of enclosing the housing of this frequency vocabulary was performed in 

the same way as the previous one. A sufficient number of instructions for medical 

preparations (60 instructions) were also collected. Documents in doc format were 

converted to txt format. The instructions were then read and analyzed. Further, in the 

AntConc version 3.5.8 in Word List, the Sort by freq parameter was selected to repre-

sent the words in alphabetical order and after starting the Start button the result was a 

word list in Fig. 6-7. 

      

Fig. 6. The results of the AntConc version 3.5.8 with the instructions for the medicines are 

sorted by frequency in Ukrainian 



    

Fig. 7. The results of the work of AntConc version 3.5.8 with the texts of the instructions for 

medicinal products are sorted alphabetically in Ukrainian 

Concordance was also considered for certain words of choice (Fig. 8). 

 

Fig. 8. An example of a vocabulary article, where the selected words "inflammation" and "kid-

ney" (kidney) are shown in context and marked in which instructions they were used 

For easier use of the vocabulary body it was decided to lemmatize it, in 56 instruc-

tions there were 18160 words, after which 8156 words were written out (Fig. 9).      



 

Fig. 9. Lemmatization of medical terms from English instructions 

Fig 10-11 and Table 1 also provides tables of lemmatized pharmaceutical terms 

that have already been arranged in absolute and relative frequency in the final stages. 
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Fig. 10. Frequency Dictionary of Ukrainian words, sorted by frequency 

Table 1. Frequency Dictionary of Ukrainian and English words, sorted by frequency 

N Ukrainian word Relative 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency 
English 

word 

Relative 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency 

1 препарат 691 4.531 dose 435 3.054 

2 пацієнт 439 2.878 effect 433 3.041 

3 реакція 357 2.341 medication 402 2.823 

4 бік 321 2.105 treatment 360 2.528 

5 кров 309 2.026 sick 355 2.492 

6 введення 305 2 pharmacist 313 2.198 

7 шлунок 303 1,987 product 307 2.156 



N Ukrainian word Relative 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency 
English 

word 

Relative 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency 

8 недостатність 295 1.934 stomach 304 2.134 

9 розвиток 295 1.934 patient 302 2.121 

10 призводити 292 1.914 epinephrine 302 2.121 

11 нирковий 287 1.881 skin 301 2.114 

12 система 287 1.881 infection 300 2.107 

13 порушення 286 1.875 cause 292 2.051 

14 побічний 283 1.856 symptom 291 2,043 

15 терапія 278 1.823 pain 288 2.022 

16 передозування 278 1.823 allergic 280 1.966 

17 період 272 1.783 pregnancy 278 1.952 

18 вагітність 164 1.075 injection 273 1.917 

19 біль 160 1.049 condition 267 1.875 

20 підвищення 159 1.042 mouth 254 1.784 

21 алергічний 155 1.016 occur 251 1.762 

22 бути 155 1.016 blood 250 1.756 

23 ацетилсаліциловий 155 1.016 overdosage 249 1.748 

24 властивість 153 1.003 pulmonary 247 1.734 

25 інфекція 152 0.996 kidney 246 1.727 

26 тяжкий 150 0.983 healthcare 243 1.706 

27 тракт 150 0.983 side 243 1.706 

28 тканина 149 0.977 emergency 243 1.706 

29 спостерігати 148 0.971 solution 239 1.678 

30 серцевий 144 0.944 swelling 238 1.671 

31 розчин 144 0.944 nausea 237 1.664 

32 показання 140 0.918 liquid 235 1.651 

33 прийом  139 0.911 interaction 233 1.636 

34 абсорбція 132 0.865 reaction 231 1.622 

35 виробник 132 0.865 chloride 229 1.608 

36 антибіотик 126 0.826 contain 226 1.587 

37 тіло 121 0.793 headache 225 1.581 

38 травлення 118 0.773 sore 224 1.573 

39 аптека 117 0.767 adrenalin 224 1.573 

40 адреналін 111 0.727 liver 221 1.552 

41 шкіра 109 0.714 tongue 220 1.545 

42 вміст 103 0.675 insufficiency 213 1.496 



N Ukrainian word Relative 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency 
English 

word 

Relative 

frequency 
Relative 

frequency 

43 чутливість 98 0,642 teeth 207 1.454 

44 впливати 96 0.629    

45 рекомендувати 88 0.577    

46 термін 73 0.478    

47 прийом 51 0.334    
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Fig. 11. Frequency Dictionary of English words, sorted by frequency 

Now, comparing the terms in all two languages, we can compare in percentage terms 

the relative frequency of how often one or the other word was encountered in the IMP 

in Ukrainian and English languages.  

Therefore, it is possible to carry out the analysis according to this table (Table 2, 

Fig. 12) and conclude that in Ukrainian and eng. In most languages you can find 

completely different words, and that one word that is in Ukrainian language stands in 

4th place, in English language can be as much as 25 and vice versa. 

Table 2. Comparison of the most frequent words in the texts of the instructions for medicines 
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1 препарат 4.531 3 medication 2.823 

2 пацієнт 2.878 9 patient 2.121 

3 реакція 2.341 34 reaction 1.622 

4 
бік 2.105 

27 side 1.706 
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5 кров 2.026 22 blood 1.756 

6 
введення 2 

18 injection 1.917 

7 
шлунок 1.987 

8 stomach 2.134 

8 
недостатність 1.934 

42 insufficiency 1.496 

9 
розвиток 1.934 

- - - 

10 
призводити 1.914 

13 cause 2.051 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the most frequent words in the texts of the instructions for medicines 

The C # programming language was used to create the application. C # is an object-

oriented programming language with a secure typing system for the .NET platform. 

Developed by Anders Galesberg, Scott Wilmamut and Peter Goldde under the auspi-

ces of Microsoft Research (Microsoft). 

The C # syntax is close to C ++ and Java. The language has strict static typing, 

supports polymorphism, operator overloads, pointers to class members, attributes, 

events, properties, exceptions, comments in XML format. Adopting much of its pre-

decessors - C ++, Delphi, Module and Smalltalk - C #, relying on the practice of using 

them, eliminates some models that have proven to be problematic in the development 

of software systems, such as multiple class inheritance (unlike C ++). 

I developed the program "Dental Terms Translator" using C #, allows you to trans-

late the word from English into Ukrainian (Fig. 13). In the search bar, enter the word 

we need in English, below, on the left, in the "English" option we see a list of English 

terms, on the right is the "Ukrainian" option, which displays a translation of the word 

into English, which was typed in English in the search ("Search"). 



 

Fig. 13. Dental Terms Translator interface 

Therefore, this section describes the steps for creating a frequency dictionary in 

Ukrainian and English, as well as the process of compiling a frequency dictionary in 

AntConc version 3.5.8. The words were sorted by frequency and alphabetical. Even a 

simple observation of the text shows that the words in terms of their frequency are not 

used equally: some are repeated, others are rare, some are extremely rare. To reflect 

this pattern, linguists use concepts such as "common", "common", "low", "un-

derused", "non-common", "rare" and under. However, these concepts cannot give an 

idea of the scientifically sound measure of the use of words, of the scope of their pre-

vailing use, of the significant differences in the use of words or groups of words in 

style variants of texts. All these patterns of functioning of vocabulary (or other lan-

guage units) can be revealed only by statistical methods. This is why they have be-

come so widely used in linguistic research over the last decades. 

Frequency dictionaries from different genres are of great value. The studied 

measures of their similarity and the nature of the statistical distribution give interest-

ing information about the qualitative bundle of vocabulary depending on the scope. 

The issues of systematization of vocabulary are related to the differentiation of active 

and passive stock, which in turn requires a differential approach to oral and passive 

language, age, professional and educational categories of native speakers. Frequency 

dictionaries can also be useful for learning a foreign language, for vocabulary in cor-

pus lexicography, and for further use of content analysis. 

4 Features of Dental Terms 

4.1 Semantic Features of Dental Terms 

Language semantics is a section of linguistics that is closely linked to lexicology and 

studies the meaning of words and their components, phrases and phraseologisms. 

Terminology is a complex of lexical units of the same language that defines the con-

cept of a particular special area of knowledge or activity formed in the process of 

origin and development of this field [62-67]. 



The terminological system (terminological system) is a symbolic model of a sepa-

rate theory of a specific sphere of knowledge or activity, the elements of which are 

words and phrases, a specific language for specific purposes, and the structure is basi-

cally adequate to the structure of the concepts of this theory [68-75]. 

Also, the terminological field is explained as a conceptual-semantic category, in 

which the system-functional features of the terms are combined - a hierarchical struc-

ture of a series of terms, combined with a common meaning and depicting a separate 

conceptual sphere in the language. The terms of stylistic affiliation in modern lexicol-

ogy are exactly equated with professionalism. However, there is a difference, because 

the terms are completely official and well-established names in the science, and pro-

fessionalism - names that constantly occur in spoken language among people of any 

profession, specialty, but not rigidly fixed, empirically defined concepts [85-92]. 

In other words, the term is aimed at narrow-mindedness, whereas professionalism 

is designated as a literary and colloquial word, respectively. Their functional close-

ness is that both terms are unclear to native speakers [93-97]. 

Medical professionals, for example, include words and phrases such as: tube - in-

cubation tube, plant on tube - translate into ventilation, and the like. 

There are languages that have profoundly developed terminological apparatus, be-

sides the established terminology, there are also professional speeches - denoting the 

use of the non-normative form of special linguistic means that are associated with the 

terms. This phenomenon occurs for several reasons, namely psychological, psycho-

linguistic and proper linguistic [98-104]. Let us first consider the psychological rea-

sons behind the speaker's assessment of the content of a statement. When a doctor 

tells his intern that instead of casting a plaster, he casts a drum, instead of stabbing an 

umbrella, it is not only a multifaceted means of expression, but also a validated as-

sessment from which it follows that he did poorly. Psycholinguistic reasons for pro-

fessional speech are due to the fact that we carry out different types of metaphoriza-

tion and metonymization, which are out of use by norms. For example, the paramedic 

who hurt the injection is said to have been guided by a pillow (i.e. tired) [105-109]. 

The urge to save, to reduce forms, is the source of professional discourse, as a con-

sequence of ellipses, for example, to make an electrocardiogram of the heart (ECG), 

doctors interpret this expression as making an ECG. 

To give an example, the French acronym used in the context of laboratory diagno-

sis of cardiac abnormalities also comes from the English term fractional shortening. In 

translation, the abbreviation is deciphered and explained as a fractional abbreviation. 

In addition, it is supplemented with a borrowed acronym of the English-born FS. 

E2D (echocardiographie bidimensionnelle) is Echo (2D) two-dimensional echo-

cardiography (DAA) is a method that allows to study both the anatomical structure of 

the valve and the assessment of how the effect of valve dysfunction on the degree of 

overload of the heart chambers. 

First of all, the phenomenon of synonymy is present in both the special and the 

common vocabulary. There is no single understanding of synonymy in the linguistic 

literature. Some scholars have argued that synonymy is unacceptable for terminology. 

They consider the term as a semantic and semiotic phenomenon, and refers to the 

fact that there are no precise and rigid boundaries between the term systems, which is 



why to analyze objectivity, systematicity and normality as the main features of terms 

is necessary only in the correlation of linguistic and non-linguistic factors of the de-

velopment of lexical units in the system of lexical units. It should also be noted that 

the process of fluctuation in vocabulary is paramount, it is this vocabulary that is car-

ried through periodic changes and fluctuations from different stylistic spheres, from 

common vocabulary to terminology, hence terminology and determinology [110]. 

In the process of terminology, the lexical unit gets the meaning of a certain state-

ment in a certain system of concepts. The following terminologies may be included in 

the terminology [111-115]: 

 Words of common vocabulary: for example, the word fatigue (denotes the psycho-

logical state of a person) is now systematized as a technical term - metal fatigue, 

shock fatigue; 

 Quasi-terms: terms that absorbs elements from a variety of spheres, such as medi-

cal and science fiction monster virus (both computer and non-computer). 

Analyzing the composition of medicines on the example of medical instructions, we 

can summarize that there are three groups [116]. The first group is characterized by its 

vocabulary composition, in addition the statement contains only chemical terms, such 

as: aluminum acetate acetate - aluminum acetoacetate; cimetidine - cimetidine. 

 Professional discourse; 

 Expressions from other terminology, for example, wave (in optics - in hydraulics), 

virus (in cybernetics - in medicine); 

 Nomenclature units are referred to as words denoting specific objects of science or 

technology, such as Sirius-2H, which is a device for the diagnosis of the vessels of 

the head; 

 Proper names and diseases, which have been named scientists and have become 

terms, for example, Down syndrome - Downism, Parkinson's disease - Parkinson's 

disease. 

In English, the type of medical discourse that has no clear boundaries in social com-

munication was studied [117-125]. Concerning pharmacological texts, the lexical and 

structural features of translation, covering the interpretation of medical terminology of 

instructions by all participants in the process, are appropriate, for example: doctor - 

patient, pharmacist - patient, pharmacist - doctor. The preparation of medical instruc-

tions includes three specifications: 1) the first contains in its vocabulary only chemi-

cal terms, for example: нізатадин (nizatidine); 2) the second specification includes 

only common vocabulary, for example: глюкоза (glucose), сахароза (sucros), 

евкаліптова олія (eucalyptus oil); 3) the third feature consists of both common 

words and chemical terminology, such as: стрептоцид розчинний (streptocide solu-

table). The most productive for the vocabulary of modern medicine is the use of epo-

nyms, that is, the name of a phenomenon (such as a disease), after the name of the 

scientist who first discovered or outlined it, such as хвороба Меньєра (Meniere dis-

ease), хвороба Боткіна (Botkin disease), хвороба Паркінсона (Parkinson disease). 

There is also a productive model, which contains two-component terminological 

conjunctions formed from first and last names, for example хвороба Лайма (Lyme 



disease), реакція Яріша-Херкшеймера (Jarisch-Herksheymer reaction), тест 

Кумбса (Coombs’ test), синдром Стівенса-Джонсона (Stevens-Johnson syndrome). 

Examples of eponymic French terms: ukr. хвороба Адена - French Maladie 

d'Adie, Maladie d'Alexander, Maladie de Economo, Maladie de Baehr-Schiffrin, 

Maladie de Beck-lbrahim, Maladie de Besnier-Boeck-Schaumann. 

Common layer contains prefixes ukr. протягом - eng. during, without - without, 

through - through, pronoun (both), conjunction (however), verb (to be, can, may, 

affect, spent, reduce, evaluate); adverbs (often, infrequently, rarely, very rarely). 

Common scientific words are implemented, for example: reconfigure, overpredict, 

documented, appropriate, recommend, second-source, reported, routinely. 

Note that there are false friends of the translator. Through medical texts, they re-

veal peculiar qualitative traits, for example: potent pathogen is not a "potent" but "po-

tent" pathogen; angina is not angina, but angina. The instructions for the medicines 

also included formulas, for example: C21H45N3 - hexetidine. It is worth noting that 

prefixes carry a semantic load, so they formulate the meaning of terms to some extent. 

The term "many" and "magnification" concepts include the super-, hyper- (hyper-

sensitivity) prefixes. Effective for the creation of the names of drugs are suffixes indi-

cating the belonging of the drug to a fixed group by their function: 

1. -er, -or, -an are used to form nouns denoting specialists, for example: doctor, phy-

sician; 

2. -ist, -ant are used to form nouns that call specialists: chemist - chemist; pharmacist; 

3. -ing, -ment express the processes, for example: swelling - itching, breathing or 

swallowing - breathing or swallowing, curing - holding; replacement - treatment; 

treatment; 

4. -ion, -ance, -ence, -ship, -hood, -ure, -ness express mainly abstract concepts of ac-

tion, condition, phenomenon: medication - application, experience - experience, 

pressure - pressure, failure - failure, faintness - fainting. 

Two-component terms are presented in medical terminology in two varieties: 1) sub-

stantive-substantive, for example: brainstem - absorption layer - absorption layer; 2) 

Substantive adjectives, for example: zygomatic arch - apical arch, junctional epitheli-

um - butt epithelium. Often in the names of surgical diseases of the kidney, the name 

of the organ is put in the plural, namely: kidney stones, kidney tumors; in these dis-

eases, in most patients, the disease initially originates in one of the kidneys. There-

fore, it is assumed that in the names of these diseases use the name of the organ in the 

singular: kidney stones, kidney tumor, kidney tuberculosis - kidney (but not kidneus) 

disease. Amplifying adverbs do not agree with the nomination idea, for example: 

completely, substantially, substantially, perfectly, positively, reasonably, and infre-

quently - infrequently. The study of the instructions did not capture the words-

realities, idioms, clericals, clichés, phraseologisms that may be present in the medical 

language. This fact indicates that the medical instructions of drugs are first and fore-

most accurate and unambiguous. 

It should be noted that transliteration is of interest when translating proper names. 

Due to the fact that the phonetic and graphic systems of languages are completely 

different from each other, the transfer of the word form of the original language to the 



language of translation is always temporary and approximate, for example: Coombs' 

test - Coombs test; Stevens-Johnson syndrome - Stevens-Johnson syndrome. 

During the translation of medical terminological abbreviations, there was a tran-

scription of the English acronym for example: IGF (insulin-like growth factors), as 

well as translation into Ukrainian and the formation of abbreviations from the Ukrain-

ian designation, for example: nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug NSA - Non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs NSAIDs. Descriptive translation is used when the 

terminology unit does not have a Ukrainian-language counterpart, and is not even 

taken over by calculation or transcription. The sources of semantic equivalence in 

terminology, according to many scholars, may be: 

 meta-dialects of different scientific schools and dialect of individual researchers; 

 modification of the form of the term; 

 application in the nomination of different aspects of one object; 

 simultaneous borrowing of two equivalent terms; 

 presence of official and colloquial terms; 

 existence of modern and outdated terms; 

 existence of full and short variants. 

It is believed that synonymous relations in medical terminology differ from other 

terminological systems by the specificity of the fact that the subject of medicine is 

only partially subject to typology and association. Given the huge number of synony-

mous terms, the level of synonymy may be different. This is due to the differential 

synonymy function. Semantic relationships cannot exist without antonyms. According 

to empirical studies, antonymy in medical terminology is represented much better 

than in the common language. Such a phenomenon is interpreted by the fact that con-

trary statements do exist in science, and the contradiction of concepts is part of the 

scientific understanding of objects. It is worth noting that the prefixes are semantic 

load, so partially determine the meaning of the term. The term "many" and "magnifi-

cation" concepts include the super-, hyper- (hypersensitivity) prefixes. 

Productive for the formation of the names of drugs are suffixes, indicating the affil-

iation of the drug to a specific group by their function. 

English verbs of the passive state, depending on the lexical and syntactic features 

of the sentence form of the passive state of the verb-preposition of the English sen-

tence are interpreted in several ways, to be distinguished into different forms of the 

Ukrainian verb: passive state, impersonal form of -no, -to, adjective, active state. For 

example, passive return "are not susceptible" is replaced by the following: 

 participle insensitive; 

 the verb of the passive state in the corresponding temporal form at a subtext in a 

two-fold sentence: Strepsils Original is also indicated; 

 drugs used. 

The passive infinitive in the modal verb sentence is certainly interpreted by the 

Ukrainian infinitive, for example: Zinnat should be taken after food for optimum ab-

sorption - For better absorption, the drug is recommended take after eating - modal 



reversal is replaced by reverse verb and infinitive. Unless the English infinitive be-

longs to these functions and is not part of the infinitive, it generally does not cause 

translation problems. His possible Ukrainian counterparts are: 

 infinitive (in various syntactic functions), for example: One lozenge to be dissolved 

- The lollipop must be dissolved before it is completely dissolved; 

 verb: to release cefuroxime into the circulation - and into cefuroxime enters circu-

lation - infinitive to release - replaced by verb enters. 

It is worth noting that infrequently the English participle is interpreted by the Ukraini-

an participle, for example: including Peptococcus and Peptostreptococcus species - 

including Peptococcus and Peptostreptococcus. 

Repeatedly, the adjective is translated by the personal form of the verb, and conse-

quently the syntax of the sentence changes, for example: Hypersensitivity reactions 

including The adjective can be translated by the noun part of a compound sentence, 

for example: leading to convulsions - and, as a consequence, a court appearance. 

Note the cases of grammatical transformation during the translation of gerund, 

such as when driving or operating machinery - grammatical transformation - gerund 

(which is not translated into Ukrainian due to an unspecified verb form). 

During the translation, the English-language direct word order was transformed in-

to the correct word order in Ukrainian, for example: Skin and soft-tissue infections - 

grammatical transformations - reordering words. Separate parts of the language were 

changed to syntax characters, or a graphic representation of a number, for example: 

for example changed to a colon (:), dash (-) is replaced; twice replaced by number 2; 

eg. - Latin abbreviation removed, changed to parentheses (bronchitis). Subheadings of 

certain English-language medical instructions are in the form of interrogative sen-

tences, as opposed to Ukrainian ones, for example: What is Domiphen used for ?; 

What is hexetidine used for? - Pharmacotherapeutic group, descriptive translation, 

subtitle used in all translations. Previously mentioned are the most common ways of 

translating terminological tumors such as: calculations, transliteration, replacement, 

and combinations thereof. For example, the French term stimulate cardiaque (nm) in 

the French medical literature is usually used to describe the heart or the pacemaker. 

However, there are different cases of its use in relation to other organs or tissues.  

Due to the desire to develop a term concise and understandable to a wide range of 

specialists, traditional translation options are used. However, it should be noted that 

dictionaries often provide some of its synonyms, which can complicate the translation 

process. For example, you need to translate the phrase "root tooth". A number of dic-

tionaries give the following variants of this phrase: Dent de racine (nm), dent molaire 

(nm), molaire (nm), dent de joue (nm). Often, the choice of translation option depends 

on the context. The following method of translating medical terms may include de-

scriptive translation. It should be resorted to if a detailed interpretation of the term is 

required. Yes, doctors use scientific terms when communicating with their colleagues, 

and when communicating with patients who need to explain the details of their ill-

ness, they use a semi-professional vocabulary: 

Ulcèr de la stase veineuse (nm) - venous stasis ulcer (DAA). 



4.2 Structural Features of Dental Terms 

The medical macrosystem consists of a variety of layers that exhibit a subterminal 

system that provides plausible medical, biological, or pharmaceutical science. Despite 

this, each token is an element of the subterminal system for example anatomical, his-

tological, surgical, therapeutic, and others. All systems reproduce the exact scientific 

classifications of the concepts ascribed in these teachings; however, terms from vari-

ous subsystems, interactions with each other are contained in certain semantic impli-

cations and connections at the level of the macrosystem. Therefore, the dual direction 

of development is reflected: the distinction between the medical sciences, on the one 

hand, and their interdependence and association, on the other. The following subsys-

tems are of paramount importance within the medicinal macroterminal system: 

1. anatomical and histological nomenclature; 

2. set of clinical, pathoanatomical and pathophysiological terminology; 

3. pharmaceutical words. 

In the future, our attention will be focused on the second subterminal system, in par-

ticular the clinical terminology of modern dental science. By structure, medical terms 

are classified into simple, complex and complex terms. Synthetic way of forming 

terms in adherence to the word base, most often represented by root morphemes, suf-

fixes or prefixes. Analytical terms are elaborated as complex tokens formed as a result 

of syntagmatic word formation. Analytical models create neologisms. 

It is worth clarifying what constitutes a multi-component term. According to recent 

studies, the terms, depending on the number of components and the nature of the rela-

tionships between them, are divided into two-component and multi-component. 

In modern linguistics, multi-component expressions from different sides are de-

fined as "long-term terminological compounds of a stable type with a substantive 

kernel and the number of full-value components of more than two". Being "decorated 

individually, semantically unanimous compounds", they try on a well-established 

stable lexical character, which demonstrates their importance and extraordinary 

weight in the vocabulary of the subterminal system of dentistry. Taking into account 

the existing definitions under multicomponent expression, it is necessary to under-

stand the polyolex terminological grouping of a stable variety with the number of 

more than two full-value components, which are decorated separately. In this case, a 

part of a multicomponent term is a one-word utterance. 

Multicomponent expressions denote complex structural and semantic formations 

because of the excellent combinations of their constituents. English-speaking multi-

component words with a kind of left-hand deployment have dependent components 

that are located on the left-hand side of the main component, unlike Ukrainian multi-

component expressions, which, by contrast, have a right-hand deployment. At this 

point, it is necessary to take into account the translation of such words. 

One-, two- and three-component tokens are more frequently encountered in mod-

ern medical scientific text. 



It is established that as the length of multicomponent expressions increases, the 

readiness for the accuracy of manifestations of a concept is reflected, because with the 

increase of the number of constituents in the term, the level of its polysemy equals. 

In addition to addressing the uniqueness of tokens, there is certainly another: bur-

dened with similar multicomponent expressions of scientific style text, which largely 

does not serve to translate the communicative function of the text. That is why poly-

semic expressions constantly determine the emergence of acronyms that continually 

highlight medical texts. 

Direction to the abbreviation and intensification of abbreviations in the lexical sys-

tem of empirical medical text is caused by the ability to express mature scientific 

statements in a concise form. For the most part, the acronyms available to competent 

professionals act entirely within one area of expertise, which is why their interpreta-

tion constantly creates considerable difficulty for the novice translator. Each system 

has a robust organization, that is, the structure of that system. The analysis of complex 

terms proves that prepositional meaning terminological expressions constantly prevail 

in medical scientific documents. They are born by combining the number of compo-

nents and sometimes represent the difficulty of translation because of the large num-

ber of semantic relations between the components. In order to exacerbate the difficul-

ty of translating such terms, a significant role is played by the ability to translate them 

into their native language. Previously, it was mentioned that all complex terms can be 

classified into two groups: two-component and multi-component. 

Two-component terms are considered to be the most common, and their translation 

does not create exceptional difficulties in the case of excellent possession of one-

component medical terms. In general, two-component words can be divided into two 

groups, each of which has a set of specific term-making models: 

1. two-component expressions belonging to the first group (both components of the 

noun): 

(a) noun + noun (water irrigator - wisdom tooth - wisdom tooth, wax carver - wax 

brush); 

(b) noun + preposition + noun (islets of Langerhans - pancreatic islet, avulsion of a 

tooth - traumatic dislocation of the tooth, cusp of Carabelli - irregular point of ex-

acerbation; 

(c) noun's + noun (Korff's fibres - Corfu fibers, Kaposil's sarcoma - Jourdain's dis-

ease - Jourdain's disease); 

(d) abbreviation + noun (GTR procedure - directional tissue regeneration procedure). 

2. two-component words that are accepted in the second group (one part is noun and 

the other is attributive): 

(a) adjective + noun (hairy leikoplakia - hairy leukoplakia, juvenile periodontitis - 

juvenile periodontitis, pyogenic granuloma - pyogenic granuloma); 

(b) participle I + noun (releasing incision); 

(c) participle II + noun (screw-retained restoration - balanced anesthesia - combined 

anesthesia). 

It was noted that the interpretation of the mentioned word models does not give rise to 

specific problems. However, you should look at the noun + noun model because it 



assigns divergent lexical translation techniques into Ukrainian. The first component of 

such a two-component term in English is the attribute. During a translation into 

Ukrainian, the first attribute part may be interpreted as follows: 

 noun in the generic case (treatment outcome); 

 adjective (contact point); 

 a noun with a preposition (treatment response). 

Forms of three-component expressions are used, the most frequently occurring being 

the following: 

 noun + noun + noun - ivory matrix retainer - ivory matrix, baby bottle caries - car-

ies in early childhood, Bach flower remedies Bach homeopathic remedies; 

 noun + noun + noun + noun - root submergence of tooth - alveolar immersion of 

the tooth root; 

 adjective + noun + noun - guided bone regeneration - directed bone regeneration; 

  (noun + verb + end -ed) + noun - carrier-based obturation - sealing the channel 

with hot gutter on the media; 

  (noun + verb + ending -ing) + noun - air-conditioning installation; 

  (numerator + noun) + noun - three-quarter crown - half crown. 

The four- and five-component word combinations are based on two- and three-

component expression patterns that are combined in a variety of ways: 

Adjective + Adjective + (Noun + Adjective + Noun) - Melanotic neuroectodermal 

tumor of infancy - Neuroectodermal melanoma of an infant. 

Studying foreign literature in front of a number of professionals have problems relat-

ed to the semantization of unfamiliar vocabulary. By semantising new unknown ex-

pressions of the vocabulary of dentistry, the term is derived on the basis of its internal 

structure or context. Knowledge of the meaning of term elements helps to semantize 

the word as a whole. The presence of a certain conceptual base and a broad outlook 

also stimulate the process of deriving meaning of terms. 

In dentistry, the interpretation and translation of expressions is based on the ability 

to capture the term in general, taking into account the meaning of all its components. 

To choose the same modification of the translation of the term, it is necessary to 

master the language intuition, dental terminology of their own language and to under-

stand in the field of medicine in question. However, in our circumstances it is still 

worth having a certain level of knowledge in the dental sciences. This is very difficult 

to understand for a translator with philological skills, especially if the dental text clar-

ifies a sufficiently specific topic. After all, the linguist-translator inevitably needs to 

use his work not only through reference medical literature, textbooks and manuals in 

the relevant field, specialized medical interpretative and translation dictionaries and 

Internet search engines, but also side by side with specialist specialists. This kind of 

translation activity is always a guarantee of excellent and equivalent translation. 

For example, the criterion for the quality of the translation may be a correct and 

unambiguous judgment of the text in all elements by a specialist medical practitioner 

and his perception of the work, which was not translated but written in the original 



language. The most difficult to interpret are multi-component terminological phrases, 

because they require the definition of internal semantic connections between the ele-

ments. Multiple terms can be differentiated into three groups by types of intercompo-

nent communication: 

 term-phrases characterized by sequential subordination, in which each element is 

leading in relation to the following: A + B + B, for example: oral mucosa deseases 

- a disease of the oral mucosa; 

 parallel-link tokens, in which all parts are associated with practically the main 

word of the terminological expression: (A + B +… + n) + D, for example, occlusal 

vertical dimension - vertical inter-inclusive distance; 

 expressions related to mixed-type inter-component communication: (A + ((B + C) 

+ D) + D, for example: Nevoid Basal Cell Carcinoma Syndrome (NBCCS) - Gor-

lin-Goltz Syndrome, non-unidentified basal cell carcinoma. 

It is clear that the mixed-type model may differ significantly. It should be noted that 

terms formed from five or more elements contain only mixed inter-component com-

munication. Therefore, to interpret a multicomponent term that aggregates four, five, 

or more components, you must: 

 place the inter-component links in terminological terms and highlight the major 

one-, two- or three-component terms in multi-component terms; 

 reveal the main component - the core of the term and translate it; 

 to interpret all the key expressions contained within the polycomponent term, con-

tained in the main element related to semantic connectedness, based on the context 

and assessing the specific terminology of good medical science; 

 translate a multicomponent expression (often the translation is performed from 

right to left, originating from the main component, coordinating with each other the 

previously executed translations of base units; 

 verify the accuracy of the translation provided by dictionaries, reference books or 

the Internet search engines to ensure that such a term actually appears in the pro-

fessional medical environment. 

There are pharmaceutical terms with structural characteristics such as: 

1. Unambiguous terms, for example: competitiveness, conclusion, and the like. 

2. Terms with two components: storage conditions, drug interactions, product form, 

and more. 

3. Words that are formed of three words, for example: registration of medicines, ex-

port of pharmaceuticals, drug testing. 

4. The expressions are composed of four words: study of the basic cost of treatment, 

inspection of manufacturers of drugs, etc. 

5. Expressions of five tokens, such as: National Register of Major Pharmaceutical 

Medicines and others. 

In the structure of part of the terms are distinguished conjunctions and, and, preposi-

tions from, with, to, relative, into, to. Of course, terms have a different number of 

word components. Here are some examples: 



 sales and profits (noun in the nominative case + noun in the generic case + con-

junction + noun in the case); 

 marking and transportation of medicinal products (noun in the nominative case + 

conjunction + noun in the case of the genitive + adjective in the generic case + 

noun in the generic case); 

 operations on acceptance of goods (noun in the nominative case + prefix + noun in 

the generic case + noun in the generic case); 

 requirements for the product (noun in the nominative case + preposition + noun in 

the generic case); 

 quality requirements (noun in the nominative case+preposition+noun in the generic 

case); 

 equivalence requirements (noun in nominative case+noun+noun in generic case); 

 gender policy in pharmacy (adjective + noun in the nominative case + adjective + 

noun in the dative case); 

 documentation for the drug (noun + prefix + noun in the original case). 

There are cases of six-component terms, for example, the incidence of adverse drug 

reactions. Structurally, the aforementioned terms are very varied, most often the terms 

are phrases. The phrase structure also differs in word phrases. There is a significant 

percentage of two- and three-component word phrases, much less than four-

component, single cases of five- and six-component terms occur. It is believed that 

there is a small number of monosyllabic terms within the two thematic groups select-

ed for analysis, and there is a tendency for an “increase in multicomponent terms”. 

It is possible to mention separately the terms-phrases with nouns and prepositions. 

In these cases, almost every such term has its own structural model. The manuscripts 

contain a wealth of knowledge in herbal medicine, pharmaceuticals and folklore. 

They are a bundle of information on philology, linguistics, lexicography and related 

fields.The trend towards neologization in the medical field is rapidly spreading. Thus, 

the scientist V. Sokolov adds that the English language of the field of medicine and 

health care is developing and progressing due not only to the names of instruments, 

procedures, diagnoses, types of therapy, but also to key changes in the most propor-

tionate scheme of the provision of medical services in English-speaking countries. 

With the advent of internationalized linguistic names to signify the impact of tele-

communications technologies on health care, organizational restructuring of the 

healthcare sector and its institutions, financial instruments (insurance, additional med-

ical services, etc.) that are actively used in the field of medicine and health care 

health, ethical issues of modern medicine. The tumors of English in the fields of med-

icine and health care make a significant contribution to enriching the vocabulary of 

modern English. It should be noted that the emergence of information technology, the 

emergence of new diseases, syndromes, symptoms and methods of their treatment 

affect the emergence of new lexical inscriptions to the instructions for drugs, as well 

as for the exchange of medical information in the field of health care. 

By structure, medical terms are divided into simple, complex and complex terms. 

Synthetic way to create terms is to attach to the base word, often represented by a root 

morpheme, suffixes or prefixes. Analytical terms are regarded as complex tokens that 

arose from syntagmatic word formation. Analytical models create neologisms. 



Antonymic and synonymous relations are manifested in both unambiguous and 

ambiguous terms. The sources of synonymy in medical terminology are: functioning 

of dialect, word-forming synonyms, presence of professionalisms, obsolete words, 

eponyms and borrowed terms, variation of the form of the term. 

The trend towards neologization in the medical field is rapidly spreading. Yes, the 

medical and healthcare English is evolving and progressing not only with the names 

of tools, procedures, diagnoses, types of therapy, but also with key changes in the 

most proportionate delivery of healthcare services in English-speaking countries. 

With the advent of internationalized linguistic names to signify the impact of tele-

communications technologies on health care, organizational restructuring of the 

healthcare sector and its institutions, financial instruments (insurance, additional med-

ical services, etc.) that are actively used in the field of medicine and health care 

health, ethical issues of modern medicine. The tumors of English in the fields of med-

icine and health care make a significant contribution to enriching the vocabulary of 

modern English. It should be noted that the emergence of information technology, the 

emergence of new diseases, syndromes, symptoms and methods of their treatment 

affect the emergence of new lexical inscriptions to the instructions for drugs, as well 

as for the exchange of medical information in the field of health care. 

5 Conclusions 

Medicine is a science in which accuracy plays a huge role. Adequate interpretation of 

a medical term and its translation into another language may depend on a person's life 

and health. Therefore, medical translation does not allow for errors. Some medical 

terms that have one source of origin and, at first glance, do not differ in form, have 

different meanings in different languages and even contexts. They may vary to a 

greater or lesser extent. In such cases, the translator must be able to understand the 

"trickery" of the translation and seek medical advice or specialized reference materi-

als for advice. In other words, without a deep knowledge of medicine, it is quite diffi-

cult and often impossible to perform adequate and absolutely equivalent translation. It 

is known that the functional purpose of any term is to summarize the scientific con-

cept in a concise, precise and unambiguous manner. For the successful implementa-

tion of all its functions, the term must have certain characteristics and meet certain 

requirements: systematic; the tendency for uniqueness within the terminological field; 

lack of expression; accurate definition; stylistic neutrality [8, p. 12]. 

The main features of the term are: 1) a systematic approach to the correspondence 

between content and form; 2) the presence of a definition; 3) brevity and conformity 

of the concept; 4) conventionality; 5) stylistic neutrality; 6) attraction of a certain 

branch of the system; 7) compliance with language standards; 8) derivative capacity; 

9) invariance; 10) information. During the translation of medical terminology from 

English into Ukrainian, it is necessary to comply with the requirements in order to 

ensure an adequate and equivalent translation of the medical term. For a number of 

compelling reasons, it is not possible to fully comply with the deadlines. The problem 

of the polysemy of terms is the cause of difficulties in the implementation of these 



requirements. The scientist I. Borysyuk thinks that for any term-system the condition 

when one term corresponds to a particular term is ideal, because it is the regulated 

correlation of the name and the reality that avoids possible misunderstandings. 

The analysis of the vocabulary of dental terminology, scientific articles, periodical 

medical journals, monographs and descriptions of clinical cases suggests that the 

main corpus of medical, in particular the dental terminological system, has already 

been formed, but requires significant ordering and standardization. The subject of our 

attention is the linguistic problem of improving the terminology of dentistry, its prac-

tical implementation, which we treat as a whole set of works on systematization, codi-

fication, harmonization, unification and standardization, as well as normalization of 

terminology, ie revision of the terminology in accordance with the norms of the 

Ukrainian language. The purpose of normalization of the dental term system is to 

bring it into line with those speech or lexical models that best contribute to the im-

plementation of all functions of the term, including communicative. The processes of 

normalization of terminological vocabulary are mostly based on the norms of the 

literary language. However, we are dealing with special vocabulary, so the scope of 

such rules is somewhat narrowed. VP Danilenko, emphasizing the specifics of defin-

ing the notion of a norm in terms of terminology, identifies a "professional version of 

the norm", which must nevertheless correspond to the general tendencies of the de-

velopment of word formation and word usage in the whole language. Thus, medical 

terminology is a macroterminal system, and its content is quite diverse: human dis-

eases and pathologies, pathogens and vectors of diseases, methods of diagnostics, 

prevention and therapeutic treatment of diseases, syndromes and symptoms, surgical 

operations, devices, instruments, medical equipment medicines and more. Based on 

English-language medical terminology material translated into Ukrainian by the in-

structions of medical products, the study is part of the development of an adequate 

translation of the vocabulary of medical instruction in the field of medicine and health 

care. The instructions for use of medicinal products have two groups of addressees: 

specialists (doctors) and non-specialists (patients, the general public). On the example 

of translation of the English-language instruction of a medical preparation many cases 

of translation transformations were recorded. This indicates a sufficient number of 

lexical and grammatical correspondences of the Ukrainian language; however, at the 

same time, there is a discrepancy between the structure of English-language texts of 

medical preparations and the structure of Ukrainian-language approved by the Minis-

try of Health of Ukraine. It is worth noting that the study of features of translation of 

medical terminology makes it possible to improve the process of learning medical 

terminology in general, in particular during the study of English language by special-

ty, medicine and pharmacy by specialty, for the compilation of directories and dic-

tionaries of medical preparations, which generally contributes to the development of 

communication in medical and promoting a healthy lifestyle. Research materials can 

be used by translators, teachers, linguists, and media. Samolisova and A. Nikolaev 

state that "the professional terminology should be unified and brought to the user in a 

form that would require the least effort in use" [7, p. 203]. Medicine is out of place, 

there are new methods of diagnostics of diseases, unconventional methods of their 

treatment, so there is a need to create new terms and to harmonize their grammatical 



structure. Medical terminology is a common concern of both physicians and linguists. 

Let's also work on creating a unified medical nomenclature. 
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